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About This Game

PLAY FOR FREE NOW!

The Battleborn Free Trial grants unlimited access (no time limits or level caps) to epic 5v5 multiplayer battles in this Hero
Shooter by the creators of Borderlands.

Experience a weekly rotation from 30 of the most unique cast of heroes ever assembled. Love a hero? Permanently unlock and
customize your favorites via in-game purchases, or upgrade to the full game to unlock all 25 original launch heroes and the

Battleborn PvE story mode, or the Season Pass to unlock all 5 post-launch heroes and story operations.

All progression from the Free Trial, including player profiles, Hero stats and masteries, will carry over to the full game and
Season Pass if purchased. For any individual Hero purchases you have made you will be refunded the in-game currency

value of those Heroes when upgraded to the full game or Season pass.

Features:

Multiplayer

Battleborn’s team-based competitive multiplayer action can be experienced by up to 10 players online in 5v5 matches, and
includes three distinct multiplayer modes.
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Incursion: Teams of heroes must defend their base from waves of AI-controlled minions while working together
alongside their own minions to destroy their opponent’s base.

Meltdown: Teams of heroes must guide their minions as they march to their death at the center of the map. Points are
scored for every minion who throws themselves into the incinerator, and the team with the most points wins.

Capture: Teams of heroes face off in a fast-paced death match and must capture and hold objectives on the map to win.

Face-Off: Battle and exterminate Varelsi to collect their masks and score points, while balancing between helping your
team collect masks and preventing the enemy team from doing so. All the while, the Varelsi get tougher including arena
boss battles.

Persistent Progression System:

Character Rank: Each hero can permanently rank up from 1 to 20 outside of missions and matches, allowing players to
swap out augments in their helix skill tree, as well as unlock skins.

Command Rank: Players can rank up their own player profile, and loot that can be used to benefit any hero the player
chooses to command.

Factions:

The Peacekeepers are sworn protectors of Solus

The Eldrid are preservers of the natural order of the universe

The Rogues are mercenaries only concerned with their own survival

The Last Light Consortium (LLC) are war profiteers, exploiting others for their own gain

The Jennerit Empire rule others by force, valuing power above all else

Battleborn Heroes:

Battleborn has a deep roster of 30 playable heroes and no two are the same. Every hero has their own personality and comes
equipped with their own unique weapons and powers.

Helix System:

Battleborn’s accelerated character growth system allows players to level-up a character from 1 to 20 and fully experience each
hero’s unique weapons and powers in a single story mission or multiplayer match.
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Title: Battleborn
Genre: Action
Developer:
Gearbox Software
Publisher:
2K
Release Date: 3 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 x64-bit or Later

Processor: Intel i5-750 / AMD Phenom IIx4 945

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD 6870/ NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or better, PhysX support

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 Compliant

Additional Notes: Initial installation requires an internet connection for Steam authentication, and gameplay; software
installations require (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 11, NVidia PhysX, .Net Framework 4.5, Visual
C++ Redistributable 2010, and Visual C++ Redistributable 2012.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Russian
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Every time I try and do something cool and fun, the game ambushes me, destroys my hard worked plan, forces me to listen to a
minute of annoying bragging by some orc and constantly interrupts the flow of battle. I got about a third of the way through the
game and had to quit in annoyance at all the BS. Three bosses in a row ambushing me while still fighting the previous boss that
ambushed me when I was about to kill the original boss.. Really enjoying this game so far! I haven't played much yet, but I can
see myself getting way into this game. It's a very simple game but it's super addictive. It also makes full use of room scale. Plus
it looks great in VR! Very pretty setting and the dragon looks awesome.

One thing I would like to see is a global leaderboard (I don't think this exists in the game yet?). Also a daily global leaderboard
would be really cool, similar to what ZenBlade does. Other than that, I really don't have any suggestions!

My other favorite games for the Vive right now are ZenBlade and QuiVR, also the Lab. I think if you enjoy any of those you
will really like this too!. You've never seen anything like this! Spacejacked is a incredibly polished, fast-paced and challenging
experience that mixes elements of 2D platforming, tower defense with a great strategic layer built above it. Every choice
matters in the game, and you would be making important decisions on what to build and not to build as your resources carry on
to your next mission\/day. On a micro level, you will see yourself frantically managing your towers, reading enemy patterns,
repairing your base. The graphics are really slick and smooth too!

This is one of the freshest and most innovative game that has come out from the indie community, which has seen a lack of
creativity in recent years. Support the devs!. A prime example of a great idea and poor execution. Although AYIM is a cohesive
package, it lacks an important element in gaming: fun.. No matter how many times I go back to these games, they never get old.
Classics through and through.. This Game is Really in Early Access. I guessed this is the best game from Turkey before i bought
the game. I have Gtx1070 but i have 40 fps in game :D when i shot from head my fps is dropped to 20 fps. Have Good
optimization issues. The cinematic parts of the game arent 1080p this is 360p absolutely. and the sounds arent so good for
Turkish language.
__
Oyun ger\u00e7ekten Erken Eri\u015fimde. Oyunu sat\u0131n almadan once Oyunun T\u00fcrkiye'nin en iyi oyunu
olacag\u0131n\u0131 tahmin etmistim fakat beni hayal k\u0131r\u0131kl\u0131g\u0131na ugratt\u0131. oyunda 40 fps
al\u0131yorum headshot yedigimde oyun 20 fps e dusuyor. Optimizasyon sorunlar\u0131 var. sinematik
k\u0131s\u0131mlar\u0131n\u0131n goruntu kal\u0131tes\u0131 gozume guzel gorunmedi. Sesler asl\u0131nda iyi fakat. her
mermi yedigimizde turkce dilinde arkadan ah oh sesleri geliyor ve yaklas\u0131k 3 san\u0131ye boyunca devam ediyor. ilk
operasyon icin konusmak gerekirse harita ozgurlugu s\u0131f\u0131r. Oyunun cok gelistirilmesi laz\u0131m. Daha fazla
oynamaya dayanamad\u0131m.

. Large, Complex, fun layouts await you, in a solid stealthy heist game. The game was harder then I expected, and was a lot more
challenging and rewarding, in a Hotline Miami\/Hit man indie cross over. Making my way through the level stealthy only to be
seen and then having to fall back on old faithful... Kill them all! 10\/10 would fail and kill them all again!. this is the 2nd most
played game on my steam
this isn't even a game. pretty good
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cute little game with funny atmosphere which is also interresting for adults. iBomber Defense is a fun game if you really like
tower defense games and if you're bored.
On the downside is that it is rather bland - I don't really have a problem with the low amount of turrets, enemies and maps
(although there are quite a few maps). It's mostly how the two campaigns are very much alike, and how the quickplay is exactly
like the part of the campaign you've already played. The enemies come at exact same times and in the same order, making it
rather boring, and thus with a low replayability.
The music gets annoying after a while, but it's mostly the 'boom'-sounds without any other background sound that make it very
obvious that this game could very easily be improved.

I would think it's worth buying for a very low price, but don't expect too much of it.. Have been having some issues with random
crashes but other than that great platform!. enjoyable and account is shared with strike so win win really. Really good idea fairly
well executed. Had lots of fun playing with our 8-year-old.
Then got stuck at the lighthouse, waaaay too difficult and finicky spot, miss one jump and you're done.
Could have been avoided with proper playtesting or having a difficulty setting.
Still, i recommed trying it.. I'm impressed with the quality of the models included in this pack. The DLC is free for GameGuru
users which is also amazing! But the best part for me is interacting with the developer and knowing that even small suggestions
are important to him. To me the relationship between developer and customer is important, because no product is perfect to the
point at which it cannot be improved upon. And knowing that someone is listening and cares what I think really does mean
something to me.
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